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Ranking among the “Top 25 Hotels in China” in Trip Advisor
The T Hotel celebrates the 5th anniversary with special offer from HK$630/night
(26 April – Hong Kong) The T Hotel, Hong Kong’s first ever student operated training hotel, has
been a remarkable platform for the Hotel and Tourism Institute (HTI) students to deliver their
hospitality service to real guests and has been highly praised by the customers over the world. To
celebrate the 5th anniversary and share this special training concept with more visitors, the T Hotel is
delighted to offer a special room rate from HK$630/night (standard room) between April and August
2016.
The T Hotel has scooped accolades from the Trip Advisors Travelers’ Choice for several consecutive
years, including the award of “Top 25 Hotels in China” in 2016. The travelers’ votes have recognized
the great effort of the students and experienced instructors and here are the top 5 hotel highlights
based on their positive feedbacks:
(1) Panoramic Sea View: Located in the tranquil Southern District of the Hong Kong Island, the T

Hotel embraces the beautiful scene of Southern China sea and islands that amaze the guests.
(2) Sincere Service: Under the supervision of experienced instructors, the students wholeheartedly
provide their best services to every guest from room arrangement, facilities briefing, coach
transfer to catering service.
(3) Excellent Catering: Hotel guests enjoy the delightful food and drinks served by the culinary or
F&B students at the T Lounge, Western and Chinese training restaurant and even be wowed by
their culinary skills and creative menu
(4) Value for Money：With the best value of the room rate, the hotel guests are surprised by the spacious
guest room with comprehensive equipment and facilities, including gymnasium and the Spa.
(5) Be a training participant：Hotel guests’ visits, feedbacks and interaction are the most valuable
experience and learning process for those young talents to equip themselves to be professionals in the
industry, which make the vacation more meaningful.
Come enjoy a relaxing vacation and support our training! For reservation or further inquiry, please call
3717 7388 (Press “1”) or email to res-thotel@vtc.edu.hk.
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Hotel and Tourism Institute (HTI)
The Hotel and Tourism Institute (HTI, formerly known as Hospitality Industry Training and
Development Centre) is a member of VTC Group. Established in 1984, HTI aims to provide quality
pre-employment and supervisory training for the hotel, catering and tourism industries. HTI is
furnished with advanced equipment to facilitate practical training in Food and Beverage Service,
Front Office, Housekeeping, Tour Guide & Service Culture and supervisory courses for the industry.
Website: www.hti.edu.hk
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(Image 1) The T Hotel, Hong Kong’s first ever
student operated training hotel, has been a
remarkable platform for the Hotel and Tourism
Institute (HTI) student to deliver their hospitality
service to real guests and has been highly praised
by the customers.

(Image 2) Hotel guests can enjoy the professional
catering service provided by the students at the Sky
Lounge and training restaurants.
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(Image 3) Hotel guests can indulge in the
beautiful sea view or historical Pokfulam village
in the spacious room with full equipment.

(Image 4) The T Hotel is equipped with the
business centre, gymnasium and the Spa to fulfil
the needs of different guests.
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